[Obesity--the risk factor of cardiovascular disease in patients with chronic kidney disease?].
In general population obesity is regarded as a predisposing factor for chronic disease such as type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Obesity increases the risk of kidney disease and adversely affects the progress of kidney disease among patients with diagnosed kidney disease. The main reason of mortality in chronic kidney disease patients is cardiovascular disease, however, the real meaning of obesity as a risk factor of cardiovascular diseases is still uncertain. While in a general population obesity causes higher cardiovascular mortality, many studies reflect inverse association in chronic kidney disease patients. Obesity is associated with better survival, contrary to general population obesity appears to be a protective factor of cardiovascular disease. The name of this phenomenon is "reverse epidemiology" or "obesity paradox", in dialysis patients known as a "risk-factor-paradox". Some studies do not confirm this paradox association in patients with chronic kidney disease.